Hand-raking bunkers

Hand-raking bunkers provides excellent playing conditions, as witnessed regularly on televised professional and amateur tournaments and championships. Metal leaf rakes, which usually are used during these events, loosen and smooth the top 1/4 to 1.5 inch of sand in bunkers.

To make his maintenance staff more productive while still providing excellent playing conditions, Skip Willms, CGCS, at The Ovensia Club in Lake Forest, Ill., uses two metal leaf rakes mounted side by side to hand-rake bunkers.

Two metal leaf rake replacement heads, which Willms purchased at the local hardware and garden store, are bolted to a 1-inch-by-4-inch-by-24-inch piece of wood using two 1/4-inch-diameter bolts, washers and nuts. The 5-feet-long, 1/4-inch-diameter wooden handles, which also are replacements bought locally, are bolted to the wooden frame using the same hardware.

The two metal leaf rakes, wooden handle, hardware, wooden frame and labor costs less than $60.

Hose-dragging device

Rich Reimers Sr., equipment manager at Sunnybrook Golf Club in Plymouth Meeting, Pa., built a simple but effective metal bracket/holder for dragging a hose between each green's hand-watering operation.

Two used 22-inch-wide fairway mower bedknives were heated with a torch and bent into place. A third bedknife was used to connect the other two, and they were all welded together. Reimers ground down the sharp edges of the bedknives for employee safety. He cut a used John Deere 2653 rear roller into a 2-inch-long piece and slid a 2-inch diameter PVC coupling inside where they were held together with a self-taping screw. The point of the screw was ground off. The coupling and roller piece hold the nozzle attached to the hose in place along with the isolation valve key. A 1.5-inch-diameter metal pipe about 6 inches long is welded to the bedknife frame, and the quick coupler key attached to the hose slides into it. Another metal pipe, 1 inch in diameter and 3 inches long, holds the soil probe in place.

All of the metal parts were primed and painted with flat black-colored enamel. The cost for the recycled metal and labor was less than $50 per device. GCi
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

PROFILE YOUR COURSE FOR FREE
Promote your course as our guest in a podcast show telephone interview which includes video of your site.
No cost to you for interview or video.
We distribute the interview to high traffic podcast directories and video distribution networks across the internet.
We need golf course managers, tournament and sales staff, of public play courses, to participate as guests in telephone interview.
Interview features your golf course, tournament management, wedding services, on site restaurants, accommodations, etc.
The viewing of video over the internet is increasing rapidly.
Now is the time to present your course to this growing internet audience, in a pleasant business style interview with digital video.

Frank Ducey
949.481.8071
usaprotour.com
ceo@usaprotour.com

BUSINESS FOR SALE
200 Acre Sod Farm 90 miles E of Chicago
50x170 bldg with offices
2-40x80 bldgs w/shops – 2 homes
Sand Sod inventory/Machinery
Serving major athletic fields 269/695-5505

GOLF COURSE FOR SALE
CHICAGO, IL. AREA
Very popular privately owned public course. Located in one of the fastest growing suburban areas. $25 Mil. Call for details. Pete Ciaccio Coldwell Banker
Honig-Bell 708-710-0936 email: parkview2000@comcast.net.

GOLF COURSE FOR SALE
18 HOLE GOLF COURSE FOR SALE.
Course measures 6840 yds. has bent grass greens. There is a 3700 sq. ft. club house plus maint. bldg. Located in Hartsville, S.C. There is additional land available.
Priced at 2.2M. For details call 910-575-6262.

FOR SALE
TECH SALES
Golf Course Division
REPLACEMENT:
Bearing, Oil Seals, V-Belts
> Nation’s Leading Supplier
> Most Competitive Pricing In The Industry
> Same Day Shipping On Most Parts
1-800-373-6002
www.techsales-golfcoursedivision.com

Golf Course Animal Control Supplies
NoMol Mole Traps, Goose Repellents, Coyote & Fox Decoys, Sonic Repellers (Goose Buster, Super Bird Xpeller Pro)
Over 1400 items in stock. Lowest Prices.
www.discountwildlifesupplies.com
Call: 800-451-6544

A patented impermeable ripstop barrier between your turf & the winter elements!

LETS US HELP YOU
GET THE WORD OUT
ARTICLE REPRINT SERVICE
Call Megan Ries at [216] 925-4642 to learn more.
**HELP WANTED**

**Wadsworth Golf Construction Company**

Seeking Project Superintendents, Irrigation Foremen, Site Work Foremen, Shapers and Equipment Operators for Projects in the Mid Atlantic region and other areas of the country. Great opportunity for candidates with golf course experience willing to learn, travel and grow with the country’s Premier Golf Course Builder. Competitive compensation package including travel allowance, health insurance and profit sharing opportunities. Visit us at www.wadsworthgolf.com Fax a resume to 610-361-7805 or e-mail to wgccmw@wadsworthgolf.com attn: Human Resources

**FIND YOUR JOB TODAY**

www.GreenIndustry-Jobs.com

---

**TECHNICAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE**

Territory includes: TX, NM, OK, AR, LA, MS

Cleary Chemical is seeking a technical sales representative with a degree in turf management, horticulture, nursery or pest control, or at least six years experience selling in these markets. Qualified applicants must have strong customer relations and interpersonal skills. Basic computer knowledge is a must.

Responsibilities include managing existing accounts and identifying new business opportunities. The successful candidate will have a high energy level, excellent presentation skills, and be willing to travel within the territory, and will live in close proximity to Dallas.

Report to national sales manager. Competitive salary, bonus and benefits package, including 401(k), minimal contribution to full medical coverage and company car.

For career opportunities and confidential consideration, send resume including salary history to careers@clearychemical.com or fax to 732-274-0894.
PRO-ENVIRONMENT?

As always, the latest issue of PGA Magazine landed in my old-fashioned, wooden inbox with a resounding "whump!" Despite the ups and downs of the golf business, PGA Magazine has never lacked thickness. Its staff sells ad pages to every stinkin' company in the galaxy that wants to make a buck off of boneheads like me who walk into a golf shop desperately looking for some magic product that will fix their slice and/or hook and/or distance problem and/or Charles Barkleyesque golf swing. Good for them.

The bottom line is that it's a fine publication that does an admirable job of helping the PGA of America members do their jobs more effectively. But the cover of the typically fat September issue grabbed my attention with this headline: Golf and the Environment - How PGA Golf Professionals Are Working To Make Golf 'Greener'. My keen, journalistically trained mind instantly processed the headline and generated this brilliantly stunning question: Huh? I was intrigued but a little befuddled by the idea of golf professionals being actively involved with environmental issues. At first blush, it seemed comparable to one of the turf magazines running a cover story about how superintendents are helping low-handicap players cure the yips.

So I enthusiastically dove into my copy of the magazine. In addition to the cover story - which is a lengthy, well-written and pretty straightforward account of the issues and what a few ecofriendly facilities are doing to address them - the magazine includes a president's message column from the PGA's Brian Whitcomb. It contained the following interesting statements:

"Many PGA members have already become involved in touting the positive environmental programs their facilities have in place. To these forward-thinking members, thanks for setting the example by taking on leadership roles in an area where we may have taken a back seat in the past.

"With the environment more and more becoming a front-burner issue worldwide in the 21st century, we can no longer afford to leave the driving to someone else when it comes to golf."

Hmmm. Nice turn of phrase. Carefully chosen words. Excellent automotive imagery. But vague enough to compel me to ask: What the hell does it actually mean? Let's consider two possibilities.

First, one could read this quote (which is, admittedly, chopped from a larger column, so find a copy and read the entire thing for context) and conclude the PGA of America is completely supportive of superintendents taking the lead role on environmental issues but doesn't want outsiders and activists to dictate what happens to our business.

Alternatively, one could read this quote and conclude the PGA of America has decided, politically, they shouldn't cede authority for a real issue facing the golf industry ...

... the PGA of America has decided, politically, they shouldn't cede authority for a real issue facing the golf industry ...

Obviously, those are my words, chosen specifically for shock value. Neither Whitcomb, PGA head honcho Joe Steranka nor anyone else with the association would ever use such a demeaning term for their superintendent colleagues - they're good, well-intentioned people. That said, you have to wonder about the meaning of "back seat" versus "driving" in an official message delivered to more than 28,000 professionals, assistants and others.

(An aside: Think this might be some unintended accident of the writing or editing process? Trust me, the president's message in an official association publication isn't written carelessly. Big associations put a lot of thought (and 86 approval stages) into what gets printed in these seemingly innocuous bits of copy. I worked with a bunch of GCSAA presidents on their monthly messages for many years and it was an often delicate and sometimes painful experience to try to align the president's personal views with the official objectives of the organization. Some GCSAA presidents labored over every word, and some didn't give a crap. I liked the latter better. But I digress ...)

I don't think there's anything accidental about Whitcomb's statements. Based on history, as well as what was implied in the article, it's clear to me the leadership of the PGA of America believes that urging members to be the environmental spokespersons for their facilities is another step in the process of establishing the golf professional as the lead dog in the facility management structure.

And you know what? If that's true, I don't blame them a bit because that's their job down in Palm Beach Gardens. They're supposed to represent and advance the interests of their members. If there's an opportunity to position the PGA Professional as an environmental expert - or anything else that helps golf pros for that matter - they have an obligation to do it. If the GCSAA isn't aggressively claiming ownership of the issue, why shouldn't PGA at least take a shot at it?

There's an old metaphor for situations like this: It's called "the camel's nose under the tent." Camels are curious, hungry creatures that will poke their snouts beneath the edge of a tent to sniff around and find out if there's something good to eat in there. Unless the camel is shooed away once it first appears, the rest of the camel will soon be inside and eating everything in sight. Thus, let's hope the GCSAA's leadership will quietly smack the camel - er, I mean the PGA - on the nose for this one. Otherwise, superintendents - the rightful owners of golf's environmental success story - might soon find themselves being shoved out of their own tent by a large, hungry beast. GCI
ENERGIZE
YOUR FUNGICIDE

Worries about disease pressure at the end of your spray interval will become a distant memory. Maximize your fungicide efficacy. Maximize your fungicide dollars.

Precision Laboratories has developed the first and only adjuvant created specifically for fungicides — SYNC™ Fungicide Activator. Independent University research data and field trial results show that fungicide combined with SYNC provides improved disease control with greater longevity. SYNC will energize your fungicide performance.

SYNC™
FUNGICIDE ACTIVATOR

Turn it On.

Get the facts for yourself. University research is available at www.precisionlab.com/sync